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1. Purpose of the Report 
 
1.1 To present the Communications Strategy to Members for approval. 
 
1.2 To inform Members of the process to implement the Strategy. 
 
 
2. Background 
 
2.1 The Authority’s Business Plan set out a proposal to develop a Communications 

Strategy, for both the North York Moors and the National Park Authority. Members 
have been involved via previous Authority papers, discussion and a facilitated 
discussion with the consultants at a July 2018 evening seminar. 

 
2.2 Brand design consultants ‘The Way Design’ were commissioned to develop the 

Strategy in June 2018 and presented draft findings to the National Park Authority on 17 
December 2018. 

 
3. The Strategy 
 
3.1 Attached at Appendix 1 is the Communications Strategy, which was reviewed in 

December by Members (whose comments have been incorporated) and is 
encapsulated into 3 key documents: 

 
• A full brand guide and toolkit that defines the National Park’s brand story, and 

provides guidance on how to apply this brand to different applications, including 
the new website, external publications (Moors Messenger and Out & About) and 
general literature. 

• A Stakeholder Matrix that outlines the strategy by which Officers will aim to reach 
all stakeholders, including recommended target audiences, communication 
channels and key messages. 

• A Communications schedule that outlines the timing for implementing all 
elements of the communication strategy. 
 

3.2 The Strategy will be the core document defining the brand of the North York Moors as 
well as the Authority, and will give the communications team the tools they need to 
effectively implement the communications strategy throughout 2019/20. 

 
4. Financial and Staffing Implications 
 
4.1 Funding for the strategy is allocated in the 2018/19 financial year.  
 
4.2 The Strategy is being developed by external consultancy overseen by the Director of 

Park Services, working with the Communications Officer and Head of Marketing and 
Communications. The Strategy is for the organisation as a whole – Members, 
volunteers and staff, and in part also for partners, all of whom will be encouraged to 
absorb its messages.  The Head of Marketing and Communications will lead on 
implementing the Strategy and involve others as appropriate. 

 



5. Contribution to National Park Management Plan 
 
5.1 This Strategy will help focus and guide our work to deliver many Management Plan 

aims and policies, particularly the aims: 
 

• A wide audience will be aware of and associate positive images with the North 
York Moors National Park (policies U10, U11, U12). 

• There will be an increased level of understanding of the special qualities of the 
National Park (policies U14, U15, U16). 

 
5.2 It will also guide our communications with all stakeholders including local communities, 

central and local government and partner agencies. The strategy will complement 
rather than replace our existing statutory Statement of Community Involvement, which 
sets out how we communicate with people specifically as part of our planning role.  

 
6. Legal Implications 
 
6.1 There are no legal implications arising from this report. 
 
7. Recommendation 
 
7.1 That Members approve the Communications Strategy and the programme of 

implementation. 
 
 
Contact Officer 
Michael Graham  
Director of Park Services 
Tel No 01439 772700 
 
Background papers to this Report       File ref 
 
1. National Park Authority Business Plan 2017 – 21 
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DEFINING OUR 
BRAND STORY

| Part 1 Our story
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Our brand story is simple, and it’s true.

It supports and complements our existing 
vision and special qualities.

Our story is broken down into three main areas:

• our core beliefs

• our core mission

•  our characteristics (of the 
National Park organisation 
and the National Park place)

Think of these story areas as key points 
to keep in mind, to use as hooks, conversation 
starters and reference points.

They are intended primarily for internal use only. 
Ideally, they should guide your thinking and your 
communications rather than be used exactly as 
here in external communications.

You can though  use elements or  phrases from 
this brand story as you need.

| Part 1 Our story

DEFINING OUR STORY
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What do we care about?
OUR CORE BELIEFS

Core beliefs are WHAT we believe in, 
what we hold dear and stand for, through 
thick and thin. They are foundational, what 
the organisation and place is built on.
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What do we care about?
OUR CORE BELIEFS

We care about this particular, 
extraordinary place. Looking after it, 
understanding it, enjoying it.
We care about our particular, wonderful 
people. Staff, volunteers, members, 
residents, visitors, everyone.
And we care about what happens  
when we connect the two together.
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Why do we bother?
OUR CORE MISSION

Our core mission is WHY we do what we do, 
it’s why we bother. It’s motivational and it’s 
where we’re headed. 
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Why do we bother?
OUR CORE MISSION

We’re rightly proud of this unique, 
extraordinary place and the work 
we do to care for it.
We will spread that sense of pride 
so that more people will feel ownership 
and help care for it with us.
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What are we like?
OUR CHARACTERISTICS

The National Park Organisation.
Our organisational character is what we are 
like, it’s HOW we are perceived and how we 
do things. It’s the encapsulation of our sense 
of self, as an organisation that cares for this 
extraordinary place.
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What’s our place like?
OUR CHARACTERISTICS

The National Park place.
Our place’s character is what our place is like,  
it’s HOW it is perceived and how it feels. It’s  
the encapsulation of our sense of place.

These characteristics support our defined 
Special Qualities, highlighting the 
most distinctive and special aspects  
of the North York Moors National Park.
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TELLING OUR 
BRAND STORY
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We tell our brand story by using a clear 
visual and verbal identity.
It’s made up of a logo, colours, fonts, graphic 
elements, style of photography and film making. 
It also includes the tone of voice we use when 
we speak and write about the North York Moors 
National Park.

The following pages show how to use these tools 
and give plenty of examples of all the elements used 
together, so we can see how to tell our story simply, 
effectively and consistently.

TELLING OUR STORY
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Use Sanchez for any 
headlines or short 
paragraphs.

Use Libre Franklin  
for all body copy

Use Quentine Stamp for 
any call-outs and highlights. 
Where possible please 
reduce the height to  
75% and use -20 kerning.  
This helps legibility.

OUR TYPOGRAPHY

| Part 2 Telling our story | Our typography

SANCHEZ Black
SANCHEZ Bold 
SANCHEZ Semibold 

SANCHEZ Regular 
SANCHEZ Light 
SANCHEZ Extra Light

LIBRE FRANKLIN Black  
LIBRE FRANKLIN Bold  
LIBRE FRANKLIN Semibold

LIBRE FRANKLIN Medium 
LIBRE FRANKLIN Regular 
LIBRE FRANKLIN Light

Quentine Stamp Regular75%

-20
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OUR PHOTOGRAPHY  
AND FILM

| Part 2 Telling our story | Our photography and film
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OUR TONE OF VOICE
AND MESSAGES

| Part 2 Telling our story | Our tone of voice
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OUR TONE OF VOICE

| Part 2 Telling our story | Our tone of voice

This section helps us to keep these characteristics 
in mind, to give our writing and communication a 
clear, distinctive tone of voice.

You don’t need to use every characteristic in 
every communication you create, but they should 
be a general guide and you should always use at 
least one as a leading tone.

The North York Moors National Parks has a really 
wide range of audiences – from the Tees Valley Iranian 
community to DEFRA to local resident farmers – so 
while you’ll use the core tone of voice as a starting 
point, the style will adapt depending on your 
particular audience. 

Consider three key questions to gauge your tone 
and which characteristics to lead with:

• what you’re communicating – the message

•  how you’re communicating – the medium

•  who’s listening/reading – the audience

And adapt your tone of voice accordingly.

We have included some example key messages 
based on our brand story, for inspiration.

Our characteristics naturally shape the way we talk and write – 
the words we choose and how we use them.
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OUR TONE OF VOICE

| Part 2 Telling our story | Our tone of voice

THOUGHTFUL
Our writing should be knowledgeable and considered, 
but never dull. Our audiences look to us for a balanced, 
informed view and we can share this through 
interesting and unique insights, nuggets of information 
that audiences may not be aware of. Pose questions 
to get people thinking. 

DOWN TO EARTH
We’re straightforward and honest, but never brusque 
or short. Write in plain English and where possible 
in a conversational, rather than a formal, style. Use 
contractions like “We’re” and “We’ve”. 

COLLABORATIVE
This is our shared place. Write to create a sense of 
shared ownership. Bring in the stories of the people of 
this place as much as possible. Their voice is our voice. 
Use direct quotes. 

WELCOMING
Make our writing as approachable and inclusive as 
possible. Our style doesn’t have to be ’dumbed down’, 
but it should be easy to read and engaging. Use plenty 
of personal pronouns (“we”, “us” etc) for a more 
friendly style. 

Using our characteristics
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OUR TONE OF VOICE

| Part 2 Telling our story | Our tone of voice

CONNECTING PEOPLE WITH PLACE
Finally, our core beliefs sit at the heart of our messages. Our writing 
should be engaging, emotive and inspiring to get people to really 
understand and connect with this place. Use very particular, 
specific examples from the North York Moors National Park to 
inspire the sense of this place.

This example is by Jim Bailey from the Management Plan:

“ The sea breeze and heather; the curlew’s rallying call above 
yellow daffodils; the smell of damp leaves underfoot upon 
the earth in autumn”

Using our core beliefs
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OUR MESSAGES

| Part 2 Telling our story | Our messages

These core messages are based on our core mission and 
“surprising diversity” characteristic from our brand story. 

Like our brand story, we recommend you use these to inspire your messages, 
rather than use as an exact repeated script, but you can use elements from 
them - particularly the headlines.

Example core messages

Core message for internal audiences:

Moor to Shout About
We’re rightly proud of this unique, extraordinary 
place and the work we do to care for it.

We will spread that sense of pride so that more 
people will feel ownership and help care for it 
with us.

Core message for external audiences:

Moor to Explore
The North York Moors National Park has so  
much to discover. High hills, deep wooded dales, 
crinkly coasts, ancient abbeys and babbling becks 
running through beautiful villages. 

It’s England in a nutshell.
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OUR MESSAGES

| Part 2 Telling our story | Our messages

Example secondary messages

Secondary messages for internal audiences:

Share Moor
The more people we get to really connect with this 
extraordinary place, the better. Better for them, better 
for us, better for this place, better for the planet.

Connect Moor
We value this particular, extraordinary place. 
Caring for it, understanding it, enjoying it.

We value our particular, wonderful people – staff, 
volunteers, members, residents, visitors, everyone.

And we value what happens when we connect 
the two together.

From our core beliefs.

Secondary messages for external audiences:

You’re Moor Welcome
Welcome to the North York Moors National Park.  
This is a place for everyone to explore and enjoy.

For visitors and our harder to reach audiences.

Moor Surprising
If you think you know the North York Moors National 
Park, think again. Where else can you go whale 
watching and gliding in one day?

For visitors.
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OUR MESSAGES

| Part 2 Telling our story | Our messages

Example secondary messages and Moor puns!

Secondary messages for external audiences:

Moor Dry!
It’s drier in the North York Moors National Park. 
We’re the driest upland area in the country, so  
you can enjoy more of the hills, less of the rain.

For all audiences, as much as possible! 

Moor to Sea, Take Moor Care, 
Moor for Business/Farming/
Retail, Learn Moor, Bike/Walk 
Moor, Moor Cake...
For all audiences, as required.

A note on “Moor” puns.

You may notice lots and lots of puns on “Moor” in our 
example message headlines!

This is a very important recommendation. We use 
these to snag the attention of our audiences, to draw 
them in based on their current expectations, to then 
engage them with our wider messages about our 
surprising diversity and caring for this place.

So please, use Moor puns!
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We hope you find these guidelines useful.

If you have any queries, or require any assets, 
please contact the North York Moors National 
Park Marketing & Communications team.
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Stage 1
Preparation

Stage 2 
Internal ‘launch’

Stage 3
Internal reviews

Start 2019

Spring 2019

Late Spring 2019

1.1 
Develop communications strategy with Internal Project Team to approval,  
including Stakeholder Matrix, Communications Schedule, Brand Pack/Toolkit

1.2
Comms team revise internal guidance documentation.

2.1 
Internal launch assets produced – slides/PDFs/print/intranet

2.2
External primary audience assets produced – slides/PDFs/print/event material

2.3 
Andy/Communications Team 3 x short presentations with leave-behind to staff,  
Members, volunteers. Introduce core messages, actions required, broad timings.  
Identify potential internal brand advocates from each group.

3.1 
With internal launch assets and documentation, Communications 
Team meet with all Departments and internal teams as appropriate 
(including Volunteer Service) to discuss requirements and brand 
support (reciprocated with content/stories), led by advocates. 
Explain and develop brand approach. Establish internal (quarterly?) 
“Moor to Shout About” updates for this roll-out year.
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Stage 4
External initial target audience roll out 

Stage 5
External assets preparation 

Summer 2019

Summer – Autumn 2019

4.1 
As part of regular meeting schedules, meet with each key external primary audience 
partner (with external audience assets) to explain key messages, brand approach and 
discuss requirements and brand support. This would include brand use charter and key 
messages. Identify potential external brand advocates. Establish external (quarterly?) 
“Moor to Shout About” updates, as above. Flag upcoming ‘partners area’ of website.

4.2
Presence at summer events. 

5.1 
Website (with ‘partners area’)

5.2
Prepare current external assets redesign – Out and About, National Park Centre 
elements, Social Media graphics

5.3
Prepare existing campaigns redesign (e.g. Alive with Adventure, Capital of Cake)  
to bring on-brand

5.4
Prepare/revise brand use charter

5.5
Collect and prepare social media content

5.6
Prepare press release template including revised boiler plate text to bring on-brand.
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5.7
Additional elements flagged at stages 3 and 4

5.8
Awareness/visitor campaign collateral

5.9
Maintain presence at summer events. 

Stage 6
External end target audiences ‘launch’

Winter 2019 or Spring 2020

6.1 
Website (with ‘partners area’), Out and About, National Park Centre elements in place

6.2
Social Media feeds with revised content

6.3
Issue/collect new charters with explanatory brand collateral

6.4
Completed brand elements flagged at stages 3 and 4 issued to internal teams – 
Park Services (education/youth engagement, recreation/rangers), Planning, 
Corporate Services (including Volunteer Service), Conservation) and external 
brand advocates.

6.5
Awareness/visitor campaign launched.
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Stage 7 
Evaluate, review, revise

Summer 2020

7.1
Revisit internal and external teams and brand advocates to evaluate engagement  
with brand and key messages. Identify areas to revise, give more focus.

Stage 8
Ongoing

Spring 2020 onwards

8.1 
Maintain brand profile internally and externally via advocates, ‘partner area’  
of website and “Moor to Shout About” updates

8.2
Continue to follow-up media, partnership and campaign opportunities

8.3
Increase reach of brand via brand evolution “Share Moor”

8.4
Evaluate, review, revise.
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TARGET AUDIENCES
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A  Initial Target Audiences 

1  Internal Audiences

– staff

– members

– volunteers

– community champions

Internal engagement and traction is absolutely  
key for the success of the communications 
strategy and brand.

Staff, members, volunteers, community champions 
are all potentially the embodiment of the brand. 
With their understanding, engagement and 
advocacy, we reach all our other audiences. If we 
don’t ensure this early advocacy, expecting other 
audiences to engage with the brand will be a far 
harder, and more expensive, proposition. 

2.1  External ‘partner  
organisations’ and bigger  
individual ‘partner’ audiences

– government and  
 local authorities

- community group  
 organisations/associations   
 (including faith groups)

-  business organisations/ 
 associations

-  tourism and visitor    
 organisations/associations

-  farming and estate    
 organisations/associations

- schools, pupil referral services  
 and youth groups

- charities and NGO organisations

-  transport organisations/ 
 associations

Articulating the brand and key messages through 
partnership organisations is our strongest route  
to increasing brand awareness.

Limited resources, our recognised way of working 
in partnership and strong existing relationships 
with local and regional organisations make these 
audiences potentially very receptive and well placed 
to amplify key messages.

Not restricted to those inside the National Park.
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2.2  Example specific  
partner organisations

– Department for Environment,  
 Food & Rural Affairs

– The National Park family

– Natural England

– Environment Agency

– Forestry Commission

– The National Lottery Heritage Fund

– Historic England

– Yorkshire Wildlife Trust

– Woodland Trust

– North Yorkshire County Council

– Redcar & Cleveland Borough Council

– Scarborough Borough Council

– Hambleton District Council

– Ryedale District Council

– York, North Yorkshire & East Riding  
 Local Enterprise Partnership

– North York Moors Tourism Network

– Welcome to Yorkshire

– Visit York

– Visit Britain

– National Trust

– English Heritage

– Transport for the North

– Teesside Learning Trust

– Outwood Grange Academy Trust

– International Community Centre  
 (Middlesbrough)

– North of England Refugee Service  
 (Middlesbrough)

– North Yorkshire Moors Association
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2.3  Example  
individual partners

– NFU

– CLA

– Blackface Sheep Breeders Association

– The Moorland Association

– North Yorkshire Moors Railway

– Castle Howard

3  Individual  
‘partners’ audiences

– National Park Information Points

– individual community groups, 
 churches, mosques, refugee centres 

– visitor attractions

– accommodation providers

– cafes, bars, restaurants, shops

– businesses

– farms and estates

– food suppliers

– outdoor and sports clubs  
 and societies

– schools and colleges

As with the bigger partner organisations, this 
audience will most often be receptive and well 
placed to amplify our key messages.

Ideally we would use the same focussed, personal, 
communications approach as with the bigger 
partner organisations. Due to the volume/reach this 
may be best achieved via brand ambassadors. Bulk 
email/print drops etc. should only be a last resort.

As above, these audiences are not restricted  
to those inside the National Park.
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B  Initial Target Audiences 

1 Residents

To be seen as an extension of the primary internal audience.

Residents are similarly potential embodiments of the brand. If we can aid  
their understanding and engagement with our brand, this audience will be  
vital to engage other secondary audiences, most likely via word of mouth  
and through our residents’ newspaper, Moors Messenger.

2 Existing visitors

Reached via partners and via digital and offline marketing campaigns,  
National Park Centres, seasonal mobile display units and through our  
network of voluntary rangers who engage with visitors face-to-face  
all year round.

Communications schedule outlines ‘housekeeping’ to update traditional  
channels – website, social media, National Park Centres, National Park  
Information Points and mobile display units, voluntary rangers, campaigns.

3 Potential visitors

Or ‘everyone else’.

Best reached via partners, particularly community champions and destination  
marketing organisations. As above, but with a recommended specific focus  
on currently under-represented audiences; younger, less affluent, urban.
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A  Primary Channels 

1 Focused social media

Initially following, liking and re-tweeting partners and potential partners, broadening  
our outlook. Only posting and contributing to channels if suitable and relevant.

2 Website – partners area

Initial focus on developing ’partners area’ – charter, brand toolkit  
and downloadable/links to assets, current news and stories.

3 Personal direct email

Not bulk e-mailshot. With PDF ‘brand guide’ and link to website, particularly ‘partner area’.

4 Personal direct phone call

In response to queries/requests from receptive and responsive partners only.  
Not cold calls.

5 Face-to-face meetings

Where possible, sit down and talk with current and receptive potential partners. 
Prioritise key partners. With necessary collateral, including brand guide  
and charter material.

6 Digital and print collateral

PDF and printed short, simple and engaging brand guide as a summary, introduction  
and leave-behind. Brand charter material. Digital, PDF and printed assets in response  
to specific partner requests.

Our initial target audiences are effectively “internal” 
audiences. We need to use focussed, more personal 
communication channels and approaches that can 
build long term trusted relationships establishing 
advocacy at this partnership level, for these audiences 
to then help us reach our end target audiences in turn.
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B  Secondary channels

1 Website

Rebranded and new North York Moors website including partners area.

2 Social media

Rebranded channels. Regular posting, particularly stories and ‘moor to shout about  
and make partners proud’, both on North York Moors and primary partner channels.

3 National Park Centres

Rebrand and update outdated materials. Ensure consistency of naming.  
Establish stronger “What we do” and “Moor to Shout About” presence.

4 E-mailshots

Directly to end users via North York Moors National Park’s database;  
contributing to primary partners’ e-mailshots.

5 Third party events

With necessary collateral to establish a presence at relevant events,  
particularly outdoor/partner events.

6 Existing collateral

Rebranded Out and About Guide, Moors Messenger, Involved and other existing  
print materials, National Park Centre elements.
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7 Traditional and digital media – PR

Press release template revised to bring in line with tone of voice. Maintain and foster 
media channels, looking for opportunities and stories to supply content to traditional 
and digital outlets (regional press and magazines, radio, websites, social media).

8 Traditional and digital media - bought

When funding/opportunity allows, traditional campaigns across traditional bought 
media - outdoor, press, regional TV, radio and digital ads, digital direct mail. 
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Moor Surprising

If you think you know the North York Moors 
National Park, think again. Where else can  
you go whale watching and gliding in one day?

Moor Dry!

It’s drier in the North York Moors National Park. 
We’re the driest upland area in the country, so  
you can enjoy more of the hills, less of the rain.

For visitors

For all audiences!

Moor to Sea, Take Moor Care, Moor  
for business/farming/retail, Learn Moor, 
Bike/Walk Moor, Moor Cake etc. etc.

For all audiences, as required




